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ABSTRACT 
An identity is stated which gives an expansion in terms of permanents for the 
reciprocal of the characteristic polynomial of a square matrix. 
Let IAl denote the determinant 
+ ) A (+ the corresponding permanent. 
shall use 
of the N X N matrix A= {aij}, and 
In dealing with submatrices from A we 
. . . 
ik 
. . . 
.ik i 
to denote the k X k matrix with elements { amn = ai831j,q; m, n = 1,2,..., k}, 
where the i,,, and j, are not necessarily distinct values from the indices 
1 N. >..., 
The purpose of this note is to call attention to a dual to the well-known 
expansion of the characteristic polynomial of A. We state the latter in the 
slightly amended form 
(1) 
Here the kth summation is to be extended over all distinct permutations of k 
indices from N. Repeated indices lead to zero determinants and therefore do 
not appear. Each distinct k x k determinant appears k! times. 
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The corresponding dual relation takes the form 
(2) 
with permanents replacing the determinants, and the kth summation extend- 
ing over all distinct permutations of k indices from N, allowing repetitions. In 
this case the permanent of order k with k, indices equal to 1, k, indices 
equal to 2,. .,, and k, indices equal to N, where k 1 + k, + . . + + k .v = k, 
will be repeated 
i 
k 
k, ... k, 
times (multinomial coefficient), so that its effective coefficient in the expan- 
sion is (k,!k,! . . . k,!)-‘. The series (2) continues indefinitely, and converges 
for ]h] < ]Xmin], where hmin is the smallest root of the equation ]I - hA] = 0, 
as is clear from a partial fraction expansion of the LHS of (2). 
Despite its simplicity and striking resemblance to (l), the identity (2) 
seems to have been virtually ignored in the algebraical literature. It is not 
referred to in Mint [6], or Muir [7]. In fact it is very closely related to a 
historical and rather better-known result, which its discoverer, MacMahon, 
referred to as his “Master Theorem for Permutations” (see [4] and [l] for 
further references). In this theorem, MacMahon identifies the coefficient of 
AklAkl . . . xk fi in the expansion of X~lX~z . . .X$ (Xi =CNiuijhj) with the 
ckefiicient of the same term in the expansion of the determinant ]I - AA] ‘, 
where A = diag(X,, ha,..., X,). Now this determinant on expansion gives the 
polarized form of (2), namely 
+ + 
~Z-AA~-'=l+~X,n,,+~~XiXj A 2: ;; + ... 
Ii .il (3) 
with the same summation convention as in (2). Thus the coefficient of interest 
in the Master Theorem should be capable of interpretation as a permanent. 
That MacMahon himself knew this seems probable but not certain from his 
later paper [S], which, however, escapes mention both in [6] and in the 
discussion of the Master Theorem in [ 11. I have been able to discover only one 
explicit reference to (2), and that is in the appendix to a paper by Schwinger 
[8], where it appears, without reference to earlier work, as part of a deep 
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discussion of quantum field theory. It is implicit also in related quantum 
theory applications (e.g., [3]) which in effect depend on the corresponding 
Fredholm theory identity. 
In fact the identification of the coefficient in the Master Theorem with a 
permanent is not difficult to establish, as we shall now indicate. The coeffi- 
cient of AkdA2 . . . A!+ in the expansion of X:lXiz . . . X,[.\ is evidently a sum 
of products of the form lla:~, where rjj represents the number of times the 
hj term is selected from a factor X,. Clearly rij > 0 and Cirij = kj, Cjrsj = ki. 
Since a,, can be selected in k, 
i 1 *11 
ways from the k, factors Xi, ai, can be 
selected in ways from the k, - rll remaining factors X,, etc., we 
see that the particular product nal;, will be repeated 
times. Next consider the coefficient of Akiht~ . . . A$ in (3). This is equal to 
the factor IIr( k,!)- ’ multiplied by the permanent of a structured matrix in 
which the first k, rows are identical with row suffix equal to 1, the next k, 
rows are identical with row suffix equal to 2, etc., and a similar partitioning 
occurs for the columns. The value of this permanent is again a sum of 
products of the form IIa$, where the rij are subject to the same constraints 
as before. The number of times a particular product IIa;, is repeated in the 
sum is determined by the number of permutations of the k column suffixes 
(k, + k, + . . . + k, = k) which bring rgj of those column suffixes having the 
value j against row suffixes having the value i, for all i, j = 1,2,. , , , AV. Now 
there are k, 
i 1 *11 
ways of selecting the rii column suffixes having the value 1 to 
go against row suffixes of value 1, k,-rll 
i i f.12 
ways of selecting rr2 suffixes 
from the remaining k, - rll column suffixes of value 1 to go against row 
suffixes having the value 2, etc. The total number of such selections is 
therefore given by the same product of multinomial terms as appears in (4). 
But each selection of k, column suffixes to go with the first k, row suffixes 
can be permuted in k,! ways, and so on, so that the coefficient of IIu:;l in the 
expansion of the permanent will equal the product of (4) and the multiplying 
factor IIy( k,!). This last cancels with the factor multiplying the permanent 
itself, hence establishing the required identification. 
We conclude by remarking that there are a number of further applications 
of the identities (2) and (3) in probability theory, in which the left sides of 
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these identities are identified as probability or moment generating functions, 
and the permanents on the right as the various probabilities or moments. One 
example is a result for the moments of the complex Wishart distribution stated 
without proof in [2]. A more detailed review of these applications is in 
preparation. 
I am grateful to Professor R. Askey for pointing me in the direction of the 
Master Theorem, and to the referee for supplying the reference to MacMahon’s 
later paper [5] and suggesting several clarifications to the original draj?. 
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